RFID can be a highly efficient and accurate method for capturing data in real-time—but the technology itself does not guarantee error-free results.

**Electronic Article Surveillance (EAS)**

EAS system is an anti-theft technology that is proven to protect merchandise against shoplifters. Small security tags, applied to high-value merchandise, alert retailers when shoplifters try to take items through electronic gate sensors at exit doors. EAS systems provide a good deterrent against casual theft. The occasional shoplifter, not being familiar with these systems and their mode of operation, will either get caught by them or will refrain from stealing.

**CA-24
Premium gate antenna**

Features:
- EAS-RF (Digital) Antennas
- 8.2 MHz frequency band
- Digital signal processing
- Wide distance (1.6 ~1.8m)
- Auto selection of tags
- Red LED & sound alarm
- Open frame for advertising
- Durable Aluminum body
- 162 * 39 * 6cm

Ideal for:
- **Fashion/ Apparel**
- **Accessories**

**R-006
Economy gate antenna**

Features:
- EAS-RF (Digital) Antennas
- 8.2 MHz frequency band
- Advanced pulse technology
- Wide distance (1.2 ~1.6m)
- Auto selection of tags
- Red LED & sound alarm
- Durable ABS body
- 156 * 33 * 10cm

Ideal for:
- **Fashion/ Apparel**
- **Convenience stores**
Low cost, durable EAS-RF (8.2 MHz) systems & supplies...

**Hard tags**
Variety of hard, plastic tags (re-usable) are available suitable for your merchandise. These tags (commonly attached to most apparel) are armed with an almost impossible to defeat locking mechanism. Choose from a variety of hard tags suitable for apparel, bags, shoes, cosmetics etc.

**RF labels**
RF paper tags & labels with optimized circuit design are available in variable types & sizes that can be printed with price, inventory, and promotional data with barcode label printers, and securely applied on pre-packed products.

**Deactivators**
Portable, pad type deactivator unit allows for extremely fast & easy deactivation of RF labels & tags at point of sale. Barcode scanners (with EAS functionality) are also available that can scan, read & de-activate labels.

**Detachers**
Durable, easy-to-use detachers are available to remove most hard tags. Detachers are hand-held or fixed - most are simple devices with no moving parts, which make them very durable. Lock for detacher unit is also available.
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